judgment of temporary over voltages during transformer refurbishment
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abstract
in this research work radial basis function (rbf) neural network (nn) and regression models are used to estimate temporary over voltages (tovs) that are occurred during the reenergization of lightly loaded transformer. assessment of the tovs are carried out in order to control the high peak voltage up to a safe operating point to ensure the safety of the power system equipments. the proposed approaches are applied to the standard ieee 30 bus test system to evaluate its efficacy. the statistical approach is applied to examine the robustness of the forecasting results. results show that the methods conveyed in this research are better and could be helpful for power system restoration planning.
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1. introduction
the power system restoration after a major or a partial blackout is complex and time consuming in nature. this needs several actions to be taken place in very short duration and with more accuracy. the restoration plan consists of several objectives like total system risk, total served energy in the period of restoration and total restoration time [1]. the simulation work helps in the best way of loading the power plants and is applied for hydro power plant and steam power plant restoration [2]. the power system restoration problem involves so many factors like frequency monitoring, black start unit energization, transmission line energization and transformer energization [3]-[5]. data envelopment analysis technique is used to evaluate efficiency of different types of decision making units (dmus) including transmission lines energization, performance evolutions of different electrical distribution utilities [6]-[8]. a study of tovs in vietnam 500kV system are presented and proposed that installation of surge arrester will be helpful for ensuring the safety of major power system equipments [9]. the nonlinearities in transformer core, saturation of transformer are the main causes of harmonics in inrush currents [10]-[12]. the application of power system blockset (psb) in matlab/simulink based simulation tool is discussed and various examples have been analyzed [13]. the artificial neural networks are used as best forecasting techniques in engineering application; these are used in power system restoration problem and applied on 162 bus transmission for analysis [14]. the estimation of temporary over voltages which are occurred during the energization of transformer in the process of restoration is beneficial in designing the minimum rating of devices to be used. the temporary over voltages are reduced by controlling switching, the evaluations of inrush currents for single phase transformer are done on the basis of automatic procedure [15], [16].

the present research work uses the matlab/simulink based simulation tool for analyzing the peak and duration of tovs for portions of IEEE 30 bus system. the peak and duration of tovs are estimated through the application of rbfnnns. the optimization is carried out in order to limit the tovs up to a safe operation point. further the structure of the paper was as follows after a brief introduction in section 1, section 2 discusses proposed methodologies in achieving the objectives. the results are analyzed in section 3 and conclusions from this research work are figured out in section 4.

2. methodologies
2.1. estimation of temporary over voltages
during the restoration process the major concern is related to temporary over voltages caused by transformer energization at lightly loaded condition. the over voltages occurring in the restoration process are estimated through matlab/simulink based simulation tool and the rbfnnns.

2.1.1. simulation networks
the portion of IEEE 30 bus test system is considered for analysis and implementation purpose in the research work. the test system consists of 41 network lines, 2 generators, 4 synchronous condensers and 2 shunt capacitors. the bus voltage varies from 1.00 per unit (p.u.) to 1.082 per unit (p.u) and the phase angles of each bus are considered as zero degrees. the present research work considers 100MVA as base MVA and 132kV as base kV. the networks used for the case studies are designed in the MATLAB/Simulink platform. the generators are designed as voltage sources in series with impedances. the network lines are modeled as PI section lines for every 25km. the network lines constitute of lumped resistances and inductances. the capacitances are considered at starting and at the end position of the network line section. the power transformers are designed with leakage inductances, copper loss component, core loss components and magnetizing components. the power transformer rated in this research work is considered as 500MVA with a voltage ratio of 132kV/33kV. the core elements of transformer represent the core loss component and magnetization component and the saturation characteristics are specified as a piece wise linear characteristics. the loads constitute of constant impedances [13, 17]. here for the analysis two loads connected to two different transformers of the network are considered. the single line diagrams of each case study are shown in fig. 1 & 2.
To evaluate the forecast performance, the popular Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) has been used. As error observation in the MCP characteristics are important for the forecasting process. The mathematical finding the MAPE is expressed as below.

\[
\%\text{MAPE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \frac{\text{Actual} - \text{forecasted}}{\text{Actual}} \right| \times 100
\]  

### 2.2. Optimization of TOVs

MATLAB Optimization tool box has many inbuilt functions like fmincon, fminimax, fminsearch, fsolve, fzero and many more. The function fmincon is popular as it finds a minimum of scalar function of several variables starting at an initial estimate. This can also be referred to as constrained nonlinear optimization or nonlinear programming. The objective function of fmincon function is defined as below

\[
\text{min } f(x)
\]

The objective function above stated is minimized bounded to several constraints. The various constraints are denoted as follows:

**Linear inequalities**, these are the inequality constraints of the variable \(x\) and can be determined by equation (1) as shown below. If no inequalities exist the constraints matrices \(A\) & \(b\) are passed with empty matrices respectively.

\[
A \ast x \leq b
\]

**Linear equalities**, these are the linear equality constraints of the variable \(x\) and are as shown below

\[
A_{eq} \ast x = b_{eq}
\]

If no equalities exist then \(A_{eq} = [\ ]\) and \(b_{eq} = [\ ]\)

**Lower & Upper Bounds**, these are the lower and upper limits within which the variable lies. If the variable is unbounded below then the lower bound value will be \(-\infty\) and unbounded above then the upper bound value will be \(\infty\).

If there are no bounds exist the \(lb = [\ ]\) and \(ub = [\ ]\).

The present research work minimizes the voltage function of TOVs using the MATLAB optimization tool box.

### 3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The present work estimates the peak and duration of TOVs that have occurred during the process of restoration by both Simulink and Artificial Neural Networks. The artificial Neural Networks are trained with different obtained from simulation tool. The ANNs are tested with the data which was unseen by it ever. The MATLAB/Simulation tool [13] is applied to a section of IEEE 30 bus test system to measure the values of the voltage peaks and time duration of the peak voltage (> 1.4 p.u.) at the transformer buses as shown in both single line diagrams of fig 1 & 2.
Figure 3 Shows Impedance versus frequency response of network 1

Figure 4 Shows Impedance versus frequency response of network 2.

The generators in both the single line diagrams are non black start units. The serving of the load is done through the energization of transformers at buses 4 & 6 respectively in further restoration steps. During this process of restoration the transformer was energized and TOVs are occurred due to light loaded condition of the transformer. The parallel resonance peak occurred at 110Hz and 125Hz for the networks 1 & 2 as shown in figures 3 & 4 respectively. The maximum peak in the network-1 and network-2 is observed as 2.28p.u. and 1.78p.u. respectively for the source voltage of 1.125p.u. The peaks (>1.4 p.u.) resided for an average of 0.003703 seconds in the first network and for an average of 0.001440 seconds in the second network. The ANNs were trained with the goal of error minimum and the estimated values of the peaks. The ANN results show a complete agreement with the MATLAB/ Simulink values. The MAPEs presented in the table 2 are very low as compared to other conventional models. The results show that the method used for estimation in this research work is more sensitive and accurate in forecasting the output when compared with the other conventional models. The estimation of TOVs are needful in designing the withstand voltage of the devices used at the instant of reenergization of network lines.

Table 2. % MAPEs obtained through ANN results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>% MAPE (Voltage)</th>
<th>% MAPE (Duration)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single line diagram – 1</td>
<td>0.72608</td>
<td>0.71251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single line diagram – 2</td>
<td>1.256567</td>
<td>2.187538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the help of MATLAB/ Simulink the TOV that occurred during the energization of lightly loaded transformer are optimized. The optimized results for the both networks are shown in table 3.

Table 3. Results of Optimization for the both networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source voltage (p.u.)</th>
<th>Optimized voltage for Network – 1 (p.u.)</th>
<th>Optimized voltage for Network – 2 (p.u.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>1.5213</td>
<td>1.3228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>1.5316</td>
<td>1.3342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>1.5432</td>
<td>1.3456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.075</td>
<td>1.6588</td>
<td>1.3476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>1.6917</td>
<td>1.3566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.7172</td>
<td>1.6244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSIONS

This research work presents an alternate estimation technique for forecasting the peak and duration of TOVs that are occurred during the reenergization of lightly loaded transformer. The estimation results reveal that the TOVs in magnitude are very high and need to be controlled in order to ensure safety for the power system equipments. The proposed method estimates the TOVs with a good accuracy as compared to conventional methods. In addition to the estimation the TOVs are optimized to determine safe operating points for different source voltages. The proposed research work will be helpful at early stages for power system restoration planning after occurring a complete or a partial blackout situation. The optimized values of Temporary Over Voltages are useful in determining the device withstand voltages to be used at the instant of reenergization.
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